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From Chairman's Desk
The objective behind publishing this profile is to introduce our company G FORCE Group, our
unique qualities and what we offer. We have expanded our operation to provide wider participation
of support services in the form of Security Services, Recruitment Agency, Training Institute,
Cleaning Repair and Maintenance Service.
G-Force essentially believes in transparency, discipline, honesty and professionalism. Based on
these values G-Force is standing firmly in its foundations and leading its way. The word G-Force is
derived from Gorkha Force which is renowned in the world for its bravery, integrity and honesty.
G-Force believing truly in these factors, have built its foundation on the same values. In fact, these
are the things which are embedded deeply into our behavior and working culture. G-Force has
developed and groomed itself to redefine the outlook which portrays Gorkhas not just as fighters
but also as skilled technicians, doctors, engineers and other working professionals in various fields.
In business, people are the greatest asset, so our group is dedicated to share our knowledge, our
expertise and our resources so that everyone understands what is important now in the world of
work and knows how best to respond. We care about people and the role of work in their lives. We
respect people as individuals, trusting them, supporting them, enabling them to achieve their aims
in work and in life. We help people develop their careers through planning, work, coaching and
training.
The group has operations in Nepal and Qatar proving its competence in providing reliable services
to its clients in the National & International market. Over the years it has earned high reputations
and credibility and is constantly moving ahead to ensure reliable quality assurance in its services in
order to expand its services.
Lt.Col (Retd.) Jayendra Bir Singh Basnyat
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN
G-FORCE GROUP
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Introduction
G-Force is a Nepal based professional Security Company which was established in the year
September’ 2006 and at present is a leading Security Company in the country. The Company is
ISO 9001:2008 certified and is a registered Private Security Company, fully licensed and in
compliance with all the laws and regulations of Nepal.
G-Force is managed by a team of experienced retired Professionals from army, police and civil
background, who are totally dedicated in providing effective and efficient Security services.
The Company offers comprehensive range of security related services and is fully dedicated to help
in providing protection to your agencies and organization in different fields and locations from
damage ,loss, theft, violent attacks, riots, mobs, fire hazards, etc in a timely professional manner.
The company’s unique standing in the security and safety business does not just result from its size
or scale of operation’s, it is in fact a reflection of the high quality and professional approach of the
company to the services provided to all its customers.
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Branch Office Network
Several Branch Offices have been established throughout the country in order to facilitate the
Company’s customers and to the company’s own staffs as well. The Company at present has its
Branch Offices located at Pokhara, Nepalgunj, Biratnagar, Simara & Dhangadi which are all
headed by ex-Army Officers as Branch Managers. Area Representatives have also been appointed
for Dolpa, Humla, Jumla & Mugu. G-Force has recently appointed hetauda branch office as
regional office.

Management Team
Lt.Col (Retd.) JayendraBir Singh Basnyat
Executive Chairman of G-Force Group
Lt. Col (Retd). Jayendra Bir Singh Basnyat graduated from the military
academy in Nepal. He was commissioned as a 2nd lieutenant rising to the
rank of Lt. Col prior to retirement. Lt.Col Basnyat has completed many
military and protection courses including Para basic, Commando, Field
engineering, Regimental Signal Officer (RSO) Company Commander,
New record system, Professional Journalism, Media Management,
Battalion Commanders Course, International Humanitarian Law, and Leadership & Management.
Mr. Basnyat has been decorated by many medals. Mr. Basnyat has traveled many places
throughout the kingdom of Nepal along with India, Lebanon, Syria, Egypt, Israel, Sierra-Leone,
Liberia, Malaysia, Singapore and Australia.
Lt. Col. Basnyat took over G-Force in the year October’ 2008. At the time of his take over, the
Company had only 75 Security personals. He is the personality who had the positive attitude by
which he had been capable of making this Security Company a leading Company in the country
today. Within a period of 4 years since his take over, G-Force under his guidance succeeded in
becoming an esteemed and well recognized Security Company in the country. Lt. Col. Basnyat is a
personality who is very professional and a soft corner to his every employees of the organization in
good and bad times. He also thinks very positively for the development of the country at his best
level.
Under his leadership and initiation, G-Force Technical Training Institution (GFTTI), a sister
organization of G-Force Security has been established. It is an innovative creation for quality skills
training which believes on transparency, professionalism, participation and accountability. The
training through GFTTI will ensure enhanced skill developing leading to an enabling environment
for income generation opportunities, both in-country and outside the country.
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Maj (Retd) BhojendraRayamajhi
General Manager
Mr. Rayamajhi BA was born in 1951. After the retirement he has been
involved with many security authorities. One of his assignments was with
UNDP in Programme Office, Nepaljung as Field Security Officer. Other
significant appointments during his service were, Member in Nepal-India
joint border inspection team. Staff Officer General Supply, UNIFIL HQ,
Lebanon and as a Military Observer in UN mission UNTAES in former Yugoslavia.
Col (Retd). Bhim Bahadur Shah
Director (Operations)
Col. (Retd) Bhim Bahadur Shah graduated from Indian Military Academy,
Dehradun, India. He has completed a number of Military training including
para basic, commando, Supporting arms (GPMG), Company commander
course, Ranger and path finder course(Georgia USA),New Record System,
Battalion Commander Course, Leadership and Management course and
United Nations Unit commander Course, to name a few. He has been
bestowed with numerous responsibilities in Nepalese Army. He has commanded several
independent companies as well as Battalions. He was also appointed in significant roles in the
Army viz. Deputy Director of Forest and Environment Directorate, Deputy Brigarde Commande
and Commanding officer of Mahabir Battalion (Ranger) to name a few . He was also appointed as
instructor in Nepalese Military Academy.
He also participated in different peace keeping missions in UN Missions. He carried out the
responsibility as Movement Control Staff Officer in UNIFIL HQ, Nakura. He was also appointed
as the Batallion Military Intelligence Officer in UNPROFOR, Yugoslavia and was assigned as a
Military Observer under MONUC in Congo. He also commanded Mahabir Battalion (Ranger) as a
part of United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL).
Manik Pandey
Operation / Sales & Marketing- Manager
Mr. Pandey has been associated with the security industry for more than
15 years and has always played a lead role in strengthening the business
of the Company wherever he was employed. Before joining G-Force
Security, he was previously associated with G4S Security which is now
a global leader in the security industry. He did his schooling from St.
Augustine’s School in Kalimpong, India and College from People’s Campus in Kathmandu.
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Our Services


Static Guards



Body Guards to VVIP



Bouncers



Chauffer Service



Cash Transfer Service



Security System & Products



Security Trainings



CMS (Central Monitoring System)



QRT (Quick Response Team)

In order to provide a full customer support service, the Company, has a wide range of resources
available at its disposal which includes training, electronic devices investigation, surveillance,
medical support and police liaison.

Guarding Services
Being a professional Security Organization G-Force offers a
wide range of services and equipment for all kinds of
premises and operations. As the Company is fully
committed to a quality service, G-Force provides smartly
uniformed, highly trained and well supervised guards for
security and safety of assets, personnel’s and property.
Guarding services are carried out by way of providing
guards for static posts and mobile patrols for all types of
premises. We believe that the success of our Guarding
Division can be attributed to the way in which we approach
this business. The Guards are fairly selected through
Company’s policy and they are thoroughly vetted and properly trained. G-Force guards are smartly
uniformed and are well equipped.
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The Company firmly believes that the three main criteria in providing quality guarding services are;

Selection

Utmost attention is given to the recruitment of our personals in
accordance to the stringent parameters laid down as per the
Company’s policy. This includes education, age, previous
background, physical mental fitness. Both male and female
candidates are provided equal opportunities as well as those from
the ethnic origins.

G-Force Technical Training Institute

“center of excellence for skill development”
G-Force Technical Training Institute (GFTTI) is a Nepal based technical and vocational training
institute established in 2012 with the mission to promote technical training and create employment
opportunities. It is accredited with ISO 9001:2008 and complies with the norms and standards of
the total quality management. GFTTI is a sister organization of G-force Security Pvt. Ltd which is
a reputed and well known security company in the country which has notable clients ranging from
a number of commercial banks, financial institution, hospitals, education facilities, infrastructures (
towers ) and more.
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As a technical training institute GFTTI is primarily focused on delivering quality training and
linking its trainees with placement procedures and finally employing them. It has developed high
ethics and training standards. The training curiculum is as per the standards of Council for
Vocational and Technical Training (CTEVT) and the institute is in the process for affiliation with
CTEVT.
The Training center is located in a peaceful and enabling environment, which stimulates the
training activities. GFTTI has developed infrastructures which is equipped with the latest in the
trend technologies envisaging the training needs. The trainers are highly qualified and are ToT
certified trainers. Trade in line trainers imparts quality to the training and their delivery which
further strengthens the potential candidates to align them to their working situations. To further
professionalize them On the job training (OJT) is added as the part of curiculum.
G-Force Believes that quality of security guards is determined by the quality of their training.
Training is mandatory for ex-securtity personnel from armed security force, but for civilians
striving to be security guard it is mandatory to take training. Therefore, to ensure quality training
and refresher training as well as other vocational trainings, G-Force has introduced its sister
organization as G-Force Technical Training Institute (GFTTI) in short. It esentially believes in
transparency, professionalism and quality in training.Before deployment, it is mandatory for all GForce employees to undertake a Basic
Security Training Course covering the
various aspects of security services
which they will be performing during
their service tenure. The training
process is ongoing and progressive
throughout the employee’s career to
refresh and further develop their
professionalism. G-Force Security is conducting Basic Security Training, besides providing
security services to individuals, banking sectors , hospitals, telecoms, educational facility,
industrial sector and other many other institutions. Security Guard Training is basically categorized
in different sections:
The course of training involves classroom lectures, role play exercises and assignment specific
training. In addition to lessons on basic guarding skills, they are taught the rudiments of First Aid
and Fire Fighting.
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Besides, security other vocational and technical training are also imparted from training school,
viz.
electrician,

housekeeping

motorcycle mechanic

welding,

ac duct fitting

civil foreman

scaffolding,

mechanical fabricator

plumbing,

off season vegetable, etc.

GFTTI has developed infrastructures on its own land
which comprises of about 5 Ropani’s of land located
at Goldhunga-1, Lolang which is a ten minutes ride
from Balaju By-Pass. The training center is located in
a peaceful and enabling environment which is free
from pollution of Kathmandu.


Own building complex with ample training area



Training hall and labs, training facility with well equipped materials



Training enabling environment and stimulating areas.

Key features of training center


Located at peaceful and enabling
friendly environment.



Comprises of fully
training rooms, well
workshop labs,.



furnished
equipped

Safe and clean drinking water is
provided which is filtered through
natural biosand filters installed by
SMART PANI which ensures high
quality and pathogene free drinking
water tested by Nepal Environmental



24- hour perimeter security with round the clock
CCTV monitoring and perimeter security
devices.



Gender friendly environment and inclusiveness.



A focal training coordinator room to design
courses, conduct meetings, training monitoring
and evaluation.



Fire fighting equipments and fire safety team.



Central Monitoring room to monitor all the
CCTV activities and other devices.



Elementary First Aid room with CPR system,
pressure guage, and first aid kits.

& Scientific Services (NESS).


Clean and hygenic canteen facilities.
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Training Approach and Modules
GFTTI believes on transparency and quality. To ensure both transparency and quality GFTTI has
formed a committed team of proffesionals to shortlist, screen, interview, counsell, monitor and
evaluate the whole training process. In addition to it GFTTI has a placement cell which guides and
gives counselling regarding the employment process.

GFTTI training module is based on the training- learning approaches, which is delivered by ToT
certified trainers.
Media, training videos, computer aids and applications are used to further impart the training
program.
Demonstration and practical application is the backbone of training process in GFTTI.
Stress Management and Meditation are incorporated as a part of training curiculum which is mainly
imparted to trainees going for overseas employment.
Overseas Orientation is also imparted to the trainees going for overseas employment.

Security Training Syllabus


Introduction about the Company &

Security Service




Fire Prevention and control. Types of fire

extinguishers, their use and action to be taken
during fire break out.

Role of Guarding and Introduction to

policies and Security procedures



Action in the event of Bomb threat



Basic English Language



Role-play Exercises



Patrolling and Observation techniques



Radio



Health and Safety, basic first aid



Code of Conduct



Dealing with People & Clients



Legal Obligations



Electronic Security System (Introduction

Communication &

Telephone

procedure

on various security electronic devices and its
operation)



Emergency Procedure



Use of Access Control & Personal

Equipment.


Basic Computer operating skills with

Email and Internet.


Report Writing, Preparation of Incident

Reports and daily logs.
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Gate

House

and

Reception

Duties.

Procedure for control of visitors, materials,
Key control and gate passes.



Morale & Motivation



Disaster Training on man-made and

natural disaster.


Search & Detection Procedures personnel

and vehicles. Types/method of search, use of
detection equipment.

In addition to Basic Training, Refresher Trainings are also conducted on a regular basis to ensure the
Security Guards understand his or her role of responsibilities wherever deployed. This not only helps
in refreshing the skills taught prior to deployment but also helps in implementing the skills in the
workplace.
The training complex is also installed with modern electronic security devices viz. CCTV’s,
fire/burglar alarm system, motion sensors, Central Monitoring Stations (CMS) which are monitored
by the control room which gives the trainees an insight about the functioning of the various electronic
devices related to security systems.
Moreover GFTTI not only provide training on security but to a multitude of different vocational and
technical trainings which inevitably impart socio-economic support to underemployed and
unemployed youths aiding to the overall economic development of the country.
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Supervision

It was realized that no one can work in a vacuum and without close management input give a lot of
importance to in depth on activity and the ground supervision. A strong operations team comprising
of Managers, Inspectors and Patrols Supervisors carry out checks to all assignments and guards on a
24X7 hrs basis. This is further supported by Operations Control Room which is equipped by all
sophisticated and latest communication system and the Operations room is managed by fluent English
speaking personnel so that both client and guards can communicate and understand each other to
assist in any situations.

Management and Performance Review Meetings

As a standard practice of the Company, we hold regular meetings
with our customers at all levels to discuss on reports, problems
and any queries on the security arrangements. These meetings
also help us in indentifying problematic areas which might build
up into a threat or risk at a later stage. The management team is
also present in these meetings periodically.
We have found these meetings fruitful for the clients who take
security as a priority and today we are providing our services to
some of the most prestigious organizations in the country.
Our successful start in Nepal proves that G-Force is not only
quality driven but also has the resources to back up any kind of
security and disaster operations in a professional manner.

Reporting

G-Force firmly believe that in order to pre-empt an incident it is
extremely important that proper reports are generated right at the
grass root level on a daily basis which are submitted to the
operations and the clients on a regular basis. The reports are also compiled on a weekly and monthly
basis on standard Company’s reporting formats for providing effective security at the same time to
monitor the performance of our guards.
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Center Monitoring Station (CMS)

G-Force Security Central Monitoring Station
We have introduced a technology in the security surveillance system by which the clients feel more
secured and confidence by this system
What it DOES? We will survey your premises and install the sensors, control units as per
requirement. Once the sensors detect any unusual movement, it will trigger the control panel installed
at your premises which resends the information to our H.Q. control room.
What NEXT? Once we get such information, our security experts at control immediately take the
following actions:


Inform the Tel. Nos. that you have assigned to us.



Inform the nearest Police Station.



Nearest G-Force mobile backup (QRT) reaches your premises as early as possible depending

upon the traffic condition.


CMS fee applies.
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Quick Reaction Team (QRT)

G-Force has its own unit of Quick Reaction Team (QRT), led by Ex-Army personals. In any kind of
“ALARM SIGNAL” received at our CMS, QRT reaches your premises equipped with non-fatal arms
to help protect your asset. QRT is functional 24x7 Hrs and is regularly carrying out patrol duties to
check the performance of the security guards deputed in various assignments.

Key Features of QRT:


Prompt and quick response to any kind of situations



Well Equipped with communications set, Flashlights, non fatal light arms, stun guns, batons
etc.



Round the clock central monitoring stations with alarm trigger response system.
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G-Force Research And Services
G-Force has been providing clients with various electronic devices and other equipments that include
CCTV monitoring, CCTV, CMS, intrusion alarms and other sensors etc. It has been providing by GForce Research and Services. Apart from providing electronic devices, it has also been providing
various cleaning and facilities services, maintenance services. It has been providing competent and
professional service personnel in the basis of market needs.

Electronic and Sensor Based Devices
Smart Intelligent Panel (SIP)
Smart intelligent panels are the latest state of the art device that
integrates the power of computer, scanner, media, projector,
internet, various program and features into a conference
television. It lets user conference over internet and eliminates the
use of projectors. It converts the conference room into a multi
tasking arena where the user can generate and share ideas with a
single device which is similar to led TV with touch screen functions with zoom, pan, edit and other
multiple functions. It is useful for engineers, designers,
architects, urban planners, doctors, military, police, diplomatic
missions and the list continues.
Biometric Scanners
The Biometric scanners are the ultimate security information and
data storage system that allows organizations to collect
biological identities such as finger print, retina and other such
unique individual identity and allow secure access or use it as
data and information. Currently it has been providing latest biometric scanner (fingerprint) services to
various financial institutions, education and health sectors.

Advanced surveillance optical Systems
It is the latest technological advancement in optical systems.
The system incorporates High definition cameras which have
zoom, pan functions along with thermal imaging , nightvision
modes, x ray modes etc. which are also capable of penetrating
fog and give a distinct edge in security survelliance.
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Advanced Perimeter Security System
Perimeter security system along with integrated systems, anti climb, electrical fencing systems with
trip sensor technologies, are among the latest in perimeter security that are all state of the art systems.

Intrusion Alarm monitoring and control Systems
Intrusion alarm, fire alarm, motion sensors, burglar
alarm, burglar face detection are some of the
devices that falls in this category. It used latest
sensor technology to carry out the desired operation.
Central Monitoring Systems
A centrally placed monitoring station that allows
user to track all its equipments and sensor through a single window and control its functions. It gives
user the competitive edge in secure environment. It also incorporates fuzzy logic trip monitoring
stations and automatic information and data retrieval systems.
Advanced Microwave Sensors and infrared sensors
Microwave and infrared, not detectable to normal human
preceptors are used as sensors to secure

areas. Its ultra

high frequency waves detect even slightest of the
disturbance and change in motion. They are state of the art
devices technically capable of detecting slightest of the
vibration or movements.
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Client List

Commercial Banks

13.

Bank of Kathmandu (Dhangadi)

1.

Bank of Kathmandu Head Office

14.

Bank of Kathmandu (Teku)

2.

Bank of Kathmandu (Gongabhu)

15.

Bank of Kathmandu (Chahabil)

3.

Bank of Kathmandu (New Road)

16.

Bank of Kathmandu (Gulariya)

4.

Bank of Kathmandu (Jwalakhel)

17.

Bank of Kathmandu (Dadeldhura)

5.

Bank of Kathmandu (NayaBaneswor)

18.

Bank of Kathmandu (Narayanghat)

6.

Bank of Kathmandu (Hetauda)

19.

Bank of Kathmandu (Balkhu)

7.

Bank of Kathmandu (Birgunj)

20.

Bank of Kathmandu (Argakachi)

8.

Bank of Kathmandu (Biratnagar)

21.

Bank of Kathmandu (Tamghas/Gulmi)

9.

Bank of Kathmandu (Amlekhgunj)

22.

Bank of Kathmandu (Sankhu)

10.

Bank of Kathmandu (Tatopani)

23.

Bank of Kathmandu (Pokhara)

11.

Bank of Kathmandu (Jumla)

24.

Bank of Kathmandu (Khairenatar)

12.

Bank of Kathmandu (Thamel)

25.

Bank of Kathmandu (Baglung)
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26.

Bank of Kathmandu (Beni)

51.

Citizens Bank (Thahiti)

27.

Sunrise Bank (Dharan)

52.

Citizens Bank (Thimi)

28.

Sunrise Bank (Birtamod)

53.

Citizens Bank (Kapan)

29.

Sunrise Bank (Ilam)

54.

Citizens Bank (Kirtipur)

30.

Sunrise Bank (Kakarvitta)

55.

Citizens Bank (Mahendranagar)

31.

Sunrise Bank (New Road)

56.

Citizens Bank (Kalanki)

32.

Sunrise Bank (Birgunj)

57.

Citizens Bank (Mahragunj)

33.

Sunrise Bank (Budhanilkantha)

58.

Citizens Bank (Bhaktapur)

34.

Sunrise Bank (Rajbiraj)

59.

Citizens Bank (Patan)

35.

Sunrise Bank (Surunga)

60.

Citizens Bank Humla)

36.

Sunrise Bank (Bhadrapur)

61.

NMB Bank (Kicchapokhari)

37.

Sunrise Bank (Baniyatar)

62.

NMB Bank (Dhangadi)

38.

Sunrise Bank ( Biratnagar)

63.

NMB Bank (Nepalgunj)

39.

Citizens Bank (Corporate Office)

64.

NMB Bank (Boudha)

40.

Citizens Bank (Bouddha)

65.

NMB Bank (Kumaripati)

41.

Citizens Bank (New Road)

66.

NMB Bank (Dailekh)

42.

Citizens Bank (Kumaripati)

67.

Siddhartha Bank (Thamel)

43.

Citizens Bank (Koteshwor)

68.

Siddhartha Bank (Tinkune)

44.

Citizens Bank (Biratnagar)

69.

Siddhartha Bank (Hetauda)

45.

Citizens Bank (Birgunj)

70.

Siddhartha Bank (Janakpur)

46.

Citizens Bank (Nepalgunj)

71.

Siddhartha Bank (Pokhara)

47.

Citizens Bank (Pokhara)

72.

Siddhartha Bank (Sindhuli)

48.

Citizen Bank (Dhangadi)

73.

Siddhartha Bank (Bardibas)

49.

Citizen Bank (Sorakhutte)

74.

Siddhartha Bank (Bauniya, Kailali)

50.

Citizen Bank (Maitidevi)

75.

Siddhartha Bank (Kohalpur)
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80.

Kumari Bank Ltd (Balaju Bus Park)

103.

Apex Dev. Bank, Nepalgunj

81.

Kumari Bank Ltd (Dhangadi)

104.

Apex Dev. Bank, Narayanghat

82.

Kumari Bank Ltd (Nepalgunj)

105.

Apex Dev. Bank, Dailekh

83.

Kumari Bank Ltd (Surketh)

106.

Apex Dev. Bank, Butwal

84.

Kumari Bank Ltd (Sauraha, Chitwan)

107.

Apex Dev. Bank, Khaireni

85.

Global IME Bank – Kamaladi

108.

Apex Dev. Bank, Durbarmarg

86.

Global IME Bank (Nakkhu)

Finance Companies

87.

NIC Bank (Lamhe)

112.

Narayani National Finance, Kalikasthan

88.

NIC Bank (Sirha)
113.

Narayani National Finance, Dalkhu

114.

Narayani National Finance, Sankhamul

115.

Narayani National Finance, Atterkhel

116.

Narayani National Finance, Tehrathun

117.

Narayani National Finance, Biratnagar

118.

Unique Finance, Putalisadak

119.

Zenith Finance – New Road

120.

Zenith Finance – Baglung

121.

Zenith Finance – Galkot, Baglung

122.

Om Finance – Pokhara

123.

Om Finance – Patan

124.

Om Finance – Narayan Gopal Chowk

125.

Om Finance - Damauli

89.
90.
91.

NIC Bank (Hetauda)
NIC Bank (Balaju)
NIC Bank (Dang)

92.

Nabil Bank (Janakpur)

93.

Himalayan Bank (Amar Singh
Pokhara)

Chowk,

94.

Himalayan Bank (Dhading)

95.

Himalayan Bank (Biratnagar)

96.

Mega Bank (Narayangopal Chowk)

97.

Mega Bank (Narayanghat)

98.

Janta Bank (Dillibazar)

99.

Janta Bank (Bhaktapur)

100.

Janta Bank (Dhangadi)

101.

Janta Bank (Drchula)

Hotels

102.

Janta Bank(Nepalgunj)

126.

Hotel Himalaya

127.

Hotel Superstar

128.

Meghauli Resort, Parsa

Development Banks
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Airlines

150.

Ncell Nepal, Biratnagar

151.

Ncell Nepal, Lahan

Schools & Universities

152.

Ncell Nepal, Janakpur

132.

St.Mary's High School

15 3.

Ncell Nepal, Damak

133.

St. Xavier’s School, Jawalakhel

154.

Ncell Nepal, Nepalgunj

134.

Nepal Montessori Training Center

155.

Ncell Nepal, Mahendranagar

135.

Montessori Phoolbari, Sanepa

156.

Ncell Nepal, Dhangadi

136.

Montessori Kinderworld, Sanepa

157.

Ncell Nepal, Pokhara

137.

Prime College

158.

Ncell Nepal, Chitwan

138.

Nist College, Lainchaur

159.

Ncell Nepal, Dang

139.

Sudhur Paschimanchal University

160.

Ncell Nepal, Dharan

140.

Agriculture & Forestry University

161.

Ncell Nepal, Palpa

162.

Ncell Nepal, Gorkha

163.

Ncell Nepal, Chandranigahapur

164.

Ncell Nepal, Hetauda

165.

Ncell Nepal, Rajbiraj

– Ilam

166.

Ncell Nepal, Birgunj

144.

Chitwan Hospital – Bharatpur

167.

Nepal Satellite Telecom, New Baneshwor

145.

Gandaki Medical College - Pokhara

168.

Nepal Satellite Telecom, Dang

169.

Nepal Satellite Telecom warehouse, Dang

131.

Qatar Airways

Hospitals
141.

Kathmandu Hospital

142.

Community Hospital – Hetauda

143.

Dr. Megh Bdr. Parajuli Community Hospital

Residence
146.

Res. of MD, Nepal Satellite Telecom P. Ltd 170.

147.

Res of MD, Global IME Bank

All Ground Base Towers (Mid Western Region)

148.

Res. of MD, Kumari Bank Ltd

Others

149.

Res. of the CEO of Nabil Bank

171.

Narayani Rolling Mills, Jitpur

172.

Tradelink, Maitighar

Telecommunication

Nepal Satellite Telecom,
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173.

Nist College, Lainchaur

184.

Jagadamba Motors

174.

Cloud Himalayas, Thapathali tradetower

185.

Surya Tobacco, Dhangadi

175.

Asia Pacific Communication (APCA)

186.

Pashupati Relators

176.

International Media House

187.

Sano Paila

177.

Siddhartha Fabric

188.

Dataspace

178.

Melamchi DSC Consortium

189.

Shivam Cement

179.

Plan Nepal

190.

Probio Tech Industries

180.

CWSN Pokhara

191.

Yeti Polychem

181.

Cosmos Cement
192.

ADRA Nepal

182.

Sumargi Business Complex

183.

Asian Life Insurance
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We strive for success as team

G-FORCE GROUP
By-Pass 16, Balaju, Kathmandu, Nepal
977-1-4357132 , 4389327
Fax: 977-1-4355249
info@gforce-security.com
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